
Innovative technology to take your  
property management company  

even further

https://www.guesty.com/


Meet Guesty
The leading platform for managing 50+ rentals

Guesty is the leading disruptor of property management  
software, boasting a robust platform that automates,  

streamlines and simplifies the most time-consuming and  
growth-facilitating tasks involved in managing rentals. 

Join the ranks of property management companies  
around the world trusting Guesty to power and  

optimize their businesses. 

The Enterprise  
Advantage 
With a cutting-edge platform that  
provides users with a positive experience,  
features built in-house, and direct  
integrations with all major OTAs, Guesty  
serves as a strong, reliable and adaptable  
partner to large, enterprise-level property 
management companies who must move  
quickly and adapt to the ever-changing  
short-term rental ecosystem.

90
member in-house 

R&D team

8
offices 

worldwide

$60M
in funding

20
Customer Success 
Managers across  

the globe



Benefits of our direct integrations 
Guesty offers direct, two-way API connectivity to the leading OTAs.  

These integrations are built on the most updated API and are structured to  
support large scale operations in terms of speed and stability. 

Distribution
Unlock your revenue potential by  
way of our direct channel integrations  
with the top OTAs worldwide.

Guesty has been named an Airbnb Preferred Airbnb Software Partner.
Direct integration using the Airbnb official API with full publishing feature to list  
new inventory from Guesty directly to Airbnb.
The highest API access provided by Airbnb that covers a range of end-points,  
including property licenses input, multi-unit, MLOS pricing  support.
Communications API with a two-way connection to receive/send Airbnb  
platform messages via the Guesty Inbox.  
Ongoing updates to the API to support new features and functionality  
introduced by Airbnb. 
Update listing data, including listing description, photos, and captions, amenities 
information directly on Guesty to instantly push to Airbnb. 
Receive all reservations, guests, and financial data to Guesty from Airbnb.
Receive all guest communication to Guesty’s inbox, including inquiry messages. 
Auto-reviews feature to automatically list reviews to guests from Guesty to Airbnb.
Auto-response feature - Send your guests an automated response if an inquiry is left 
unanswered. Control both the content of the message and the length of the waiting 
period before its delivery. 
Available RTB API which is limited to a select group of Partners. 

Airbnb



Guesty had been ranked as a Booking.com Premier Partner for a second  
consecutive year in 2020. Only 15% of B.com partners are ranked as Premier,  
a ranking that evaluates the quality of connectivity. 
Direct integration using the B.com official API with full publishing  
feature to list new inventory from Guesty directly to B.com.
Integration’s technological benefits: Direct support IM between Guesty and B.com;  
an open door policy with B.com’s connectivity and product teams - a direct benefit to  
our clients as it will help us deliver best in class connectivity, create and keep an edge  
on this front, increased visibility into developments and tailored opportunities for 
property managers connected via PMS partners.
Ongoing updates to the API to support new features introduced by  B.com. 
Update all listing data, including listing description, photos, and captions,  
amenities information directly on Guesty to instantly push to  B.com. 
Impact listing content score, ranking and visibility on the platform directly from Guesty
Developed Promotions API direct to Guesty’s dashboard, add monthly B.com suggested 
promotions to your listings for increased conversions. 
Receive all reservations, guests, and financial data to Guesty from  B.com.
Full support of Payments by B.com.
Full support of payment gateway integration between B.com and Stripe, which  
include a payment hold and scheduled payments upon confirmation. 

Distribution

A document covering the highlights of the integration is available here.
Direct, two-way API integration leveraging  HomeAway’s newest APIs.
Covering distribution to HomeAway/VRBO and Expedia Group associated channels.
Ongoing updates to the API to support new features and functionality introduced  
by HomeAway/Vrbo. 
Update all listing data, including listing description, photos, and captions, amenities 
information directly on Guesty to instantly push to  HomeAway. 
Receive all reservations, guests, and financial data to Guesty from  HomeAway.
Full support of payment gateway integration between HomeAway, Stripe and  
support of Invoice payments. 

A document covering the highlights of the integration is available here.
Direct, two-way API integration leveraging  TripAdvisor’s API.
Covering TripAdvisor, Holiday Lettings, and associated partners.
Update all listing data, including listing description, photos, and captions, amenities 
information directly on Guesty to instantly push to  TripAdvisor. 
Receive all reservations, guests, and financial data to Guesty from TripAdvisor.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jk5LiMvIcuctO9ZFCcyPc3CLW5iR7ESB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DGVq1TRg4FxdF-JJj_6U4_I8SX69efj9/view


In addition to our powerful direct integrations, achieve maximum 
exposure on a global scale with our channel manager partners.

Connect to the world’s largest global distribution platforms, ensuring 
your properties are visible to as many audiences as possible, with 

the potential to connect to over 400 booking channels and 5 GDSs, 
including a six-figure network of travel agents.

Premier Connectivity Provider

Recommended
for Vacation Rental Professionals

Distribution



Our Features

Multi-Calendar 

 A complete view of all 
your reservations across 

all of your channels. 

Multi-
Calender

Channel Manager 
No more hopping between 
channels. Manage all your 

properties in one place. 

Channel
Manager

24/7 Guest 
Communication A  

dedicated team ready  
to offer guests around- 

the-clock service  
on your behalf. 

24/7 Guest 
Communication Services

Automation Tools
Automate repetitive tasks 
 like guest communication  

and pricing. 

Automation
Tools

Owners Portal 
Keep your homeowners 

 in the loop by sharing your 
success in a space they can 

call their own.

Owners
Portal

Tasks
Generate, assign  

and oversee all your 
management tasks. 

Tasks
Management

Payment Processing 
Securely bill clients and 
collect fees with a fully 

integrated payment  
solution. 

Payment
ProcessingAnalytics 

View valuable insights  
into your business’s 
performance to help  

drive the decisions you  
make next. 

Analytics

Revenue Management
Automatically adjusts your 
listing prices & minimum 
night settings based on  

your pre-defined strategy.

Uni�ed
Inbox

Unified Inbox 
Texts, emails and  

OTA messages all in one  
centralized location.

Reporting Tools 
The most customizable 
reporting tools in the 

industry. 

Inquiry Management 
The ability to automatically 
manage inquiries and send  

quotes.



Feature Spotlight:  
Multi-Unit & Complex 
Management 
We’re proud to offer one of the best  
management solutions for aparthotels,  
boutique hotels, corporate complexes  
and new developments. 

Our flexible inventory management features  
enable you to manage groups of identical  
properties and multi-units that share the same  
address, appearance and price.

Easily identify  
reservations that haven't 

been assigned yet, and your 
available inventory.

Allocation 

Manually or automatically  
allocate reservations strategically,  
allowing you to maximize your  
occupancy and revenue. 



Feature Spotlight: 
Accounting & Owner  
Financial Management
Create, monitor and organize all of your owner  
statements and related financial activity to simplify  
one of the most vital yet most time-consuming areas  
of your business.

Maintain full  
transparency & control  

of your financials 

Keep track of all transactions  
including taxes, one-time fees and  

recurring owner & vendor  
transactions

Automatically  
create general ledger 

 transactions 

Generate automated  
monthly owner  

statements

Produce accounting reports  
such as owner activity or monthly 

disbursement 

$



Our Experience  
What we - and our users - have found is that a combined  
force of our tools and the ones they’ve developed from 
scratch can be far more effective and efficient than  
either on its own.

Highly commoditized tools like channel managers,  
centralized calendars, guest communication solutions,  
accounting software and yield management tools:  

•  are time-consuming and costly to maintain in-house 
•  require little customization between property     
    management companies  
•  are available on the Guesty platform in superior quality

The trick is understanding where to focus  
your R&D efforts and where to rely on us. 

Feature Spotlight: 
Open API 
An intuitive Open API that enables you to  
enjoy all of Guesty’s functionalities from your  
own platform while building on top of it.

Partnering Your In-House Tools With Proven Solutions
How a blend of bought and built software can be your 

bridge to success.



How You Get the 
Best of Both Worlds 
Guesty is the ideal partner for 
property management companies with 
their own in-house solutions,  
as our features complement your  
existing tech tools.

The Bottom Line
Successful short-term property management companies have proven  
that building custom solutions is an effective route to growth. The key  
is understanding where customization and differentiation are needed  
and where tools already available can step in, so you can focus your  

R&D in areas that will set you apart from the rest.

Open API  
A PMS with a dedicated software 
development kit (SDK) that offers  
API documentation and support is 
critical for property management  
companies that want to enhance their 
internal solutions by integrating  
them with proven products backed by 
experienced, knowledgeable  
and professional vendors.

Smooth migration process
It’s important to ensure that migrating 
to a central system and making changes 
to your current in-house stack won’t 
be an obstacle, and that the software 
is designed to accommodate varying 
needs. Guesty has facilitated successful 
migrations time and time again and is 
equipped to make the transition  
smooth and painless.

The essentials
As mentioned, you don’t need to invest 
in building anything that doesn’t require 
extensive customization. Guesty 
offers a channel manager, centralized 
calendar, unified inbox, automation 
technology, a task management system 
and reporting and analytics tools, all of 
which you can either rely on completely 
or use to enhance your own solutions.

Guidance on other tech 

Before developing your own solutions, 
check out our Marketplace, an ecosystem 
of vetted and approved third-party 
solutions that solve major property 
management pain points. An aggregated 
space such as this can offer tools that 
elevate your company’s offering. 

Open API 

https://www.guesty.com/integrations-marketplace/


Customizing the 
Guesty Platform
Build a tailor-made operating system 
by coupling your in-house tools with 
our proven solutions. 

Most common pairings  
made with the Guesty platform

Guesty provides you with unparalleled ability to tailor the platform and create 
custom fields that allow you to track and report on any details you’d like.

Have the ability to create personalized workflows and automations, 
tailoring the platform to your unique operational needs.

Fully integrate 
 your booking  

website

Integrate a  
guest-facing  

app

Integrate third-party  
guest experience and  

homeowner-facing  
solutions

Open API 



Feature Spotlight: 
Mobile Management App 
Guesty is one of the only solutions in the  
industry to provide users with a mobile  
management tool, making it easier than  
ever to manage your team and automate 
your tasks.

Unparalleled oversight of availability, rates,  
reservation details, guest communications, and more.



Manage your operations  
on-the-go with the essential ability  
to oversee your team’s tasks and take 
action - all from the palm of your hand.

Enable teams across different  
countries, regions or operation  
centers with the app’s availability 
in 15+ languages.

To see more of our mobile app, watch this video.

Schedule any repeat operational task, such  
as a check out cleaning, automatically. 

Send push notifications to your team on the  
ground and receive live updates from the mobile  
app, allowing you to coordinate with operations  
teams or service providers easier than ever before.

Mobile Management App 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16OSdp7U5WDLYK3AabierFzMZ-yYfRHZ7/view
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Our Onboarding 
Process
Guesty’s onboarding service provides 
personalized training to take you 
from signup to setup to success. Our 
onboarding pros have worked with 
thousands of clients, business models, 
and operational needs - meaning 
there’s no obstacle they haven’t 
conquered.

Your Onboarding Experience 
We create tailor-made onboarding packages for all our new users, 

 which includes the option of having on-site onboarding.

* The duration of the Onboarding process is unique to each customer.  
   Additional Onboarding sessions are available upon request at an additional charge.

You & your  
dedicated Product 

Consultant will discuss 
your goals, pain points 

and day-to-day operations 
in order to assess priorities 

of implementation and 
formulate your tailored 

Onboarding journey.

You’ll schedule & attend
weekly video sessions
with your dedicated
Product Consultant.*

You’ll finish the  
Onboarding process with 
sound knowledge of the 
platform, customized to 
meet your professional 
objectives and facilitate 

future growth.

How It Works



Integration  
& Navigation

We’ll walk you through the  
process of syncing your listings  

to Guesty by connecting to the existing  
booking channels, and then we’ll introduce 

you to our Multi-Calendar tool to get  
you started using the platform.

Guesty  
Platform 101

Get to know the ins & outs of the  
Guesty platform, from basic navigation  

to everyday functionalities. 

Automation

We’ll get you set up with our automated 
features to expedite & automate the most 
repetitive areas of your business to start 
saving you time as quickly as possible.

Guest  
Communication

Become well-versed in all of our  
guest-centric features including our  
Unified Inbox, message templates  

and more.

Optimization 

We'll conclude with a Q&A session.  
In addition, we’ll review the value & work 

flows that have been added to your  
business’s operations in order to  

concentrate on continued growth.

What We'll Cover

Our Onboarding Process



This process goes far beyond basic tutorials & set up — it’s  
about learning what your business needs to succeed and grow,  
and teaching you exactly how to use Guesty to accomplish that. 

Pros make for the best coaches, which means you’ll be in  
good hands because our expertly-trained team of Product  
Consultants speak fluent Guesty.

After working with thousands of clients, you can rest easy  
knowing there’s no obstacle we haven’t already seen.

Onboarding Meets Consulting

Experience Included

We’ve Seen It All

Bring Us On-Site
When choosing to opt-in for on-site onboarding, we’ll send a professional 

Service Consultant right to your team, wherever you’re located.

Receive dedicated and customized training for all your operational teams, 
completing a standard weeks-long training in a matter of days.

* On-site onboarding is available at an additional cost

What's In It For You?

Our Onboarding Process



Enterprise Benefits
Our enterprise clients benefit from the following:

24/7 Chat Support
Benefit from our in-app 24/7 chat  
support, with an initial response time  
of less than 30 seconds.

A dedicated Customer  
Success Manager

Quarterly business  
reviews (QBRs)

Ongoing optimization 
and establishment of 

best practices

Exclusive access to 
new and premium 

features

Potential design  
partnerships for feature  

development

Co-marketing 
 initiatives to boost brand 

awareness



Don’t see a solution you’re  
already working with? Let us know! 

We’re always forming new partnerships initiated  
by user suggestions.

Take Advantage of the 
Guesty Marketplace 
Guesty has aggregated the best in the business, 
bringing you top players in the ecosystem that 
share our same mission of making property 
management more seamless.

Sync your account with our growing list of 
vetted and approved third-party partners 
offering tech solutions and smart-home tools to 
create positive guest experiences and further 
automate your routine tasks. 



Impact You Can See
Hear directly from our users across the globe to  

see how Guesty has helped facilitate their growth.

Clients who use guesty report a:

Increase in 
Listings Annually

Increase in 
Annual Revenue

Hours Saved      
Weekly On Average

Case Studies

Check out all our case studies and video testimonials. 

South Africa
Home From Home

Why a South African PMC Turned to
Guesty to Conquer Airbnb With

More Than 300 Listing

Read More >

USA
VillaKey

A 250% Revenue Boost for A Socially
Responsible Property Management

Company

Read More >

United Kindom
Air Peace of Mind

A 250% Revenue Boost for A Socially
Responsible Property Management

Company

Read More >Read More >Read More >Read More >

ALL CASE STUDIES

www.guesty.com

https://www.guesty.com/case-studies/peace-of-mind-triple-digit-growth-for-this-guesty-user/
https://www.guesty.com/case-studies/peace-of-mind-triple-digit-growth-for-this-guesty-user/
https://www.guesty.com/case-studies/a-250-revenue-boost-for-a-socially-responsible-property-management-company/
https://www.guesty.com/case-studies/peace-of-mind-triple-digit-growth-for-this-guesty-user/
https://www.guesty.com/case-studies/why-a-south-african-property-management-company-turned-to-guesty-to-conquer-airbnb-with-more-than-300-listings/
https://www.guesty.com/case-studies/
https://www.guesty.com/?utm_source=guide&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=security_guide_homepage
https://www.guesty.com/?utm_source=guide&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=security_guide_homepage
https://www.guesty.com/

